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Inthecrack net worth
# A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y ZAn investor is net long when he or she has more long positions than short positions for a particular asset, market sector or portfolio. The concept also applies to commodities trading. Net long is the opposite of net short.How Does Net Long Work?
For example, let's assume the XYZ mutual fund owns 1,000,000 shares of GM, but has shorted 400,000 shares of Ford. We can say that XYZ fund is net long in the auto industry. note that XYZ mutual fund's net long position means that it generally benefits when news in the auto industry is positive. If
XYZ mutual fund were net short, it would essentially be hoping to benefit from bad news (and the subsequent decline) in the American auto industry.Why Does Net Long Matter?The vast majority of investors, both individual and institutional, are net long. That is, they are interested in owning securities
rather than hedging against or speculating on their decline.Many institutional investors are required to be net long in certain securities, sectors, or markets; some are required to keep their entire portfolios net long, meaning that they may short some securities but can only do so to a limited extent. At
InvestingAnswers, all of our content is verified for accuracy by Paul Tracy and our team of certified financial experts. We pride ourselves on quality, research, and transparency, and we value your feedback. Below you'll find answers to some of the most common reader questions about Net Long. If you
have a question about Net Long, then please ask Paul. Ask a question Don't Know a Financial Term? Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur contributors are their own. Today's buzz is online marketing, and, certainly, some companies are scoring big sales on the World Wide Web. But many more are
failing. What are the secrets to online success? For answers, we turned to Bruce Judson, author of Net Marketing (Wolf New Media) and a creator of Time Warner's much-praised Pathfinder Web site ( ), which provides links to Time Warner's publications. 1. Have a clear objective. Don't create a Web site
just because it's the thing to do. Decide why you're building your site, and design it with this in mind. But don't limit yourself--Web sites can serve a number of goals: You can advertise, sell, build prospect lists, or any one of 100 other ideas. 2. Start by experimenting. This is a new medium; learn through
experience. It's far more important to get a site going than to spend months planning it. 3. Look for large cost savings. A toll-free number for order-taking or customer service costs about $1 per minute. If customers communicate with you through the Web, these costs are eliminated entirely, and the
savings go directly to the bottom line. 4. Budget money upfront to build on what you learn. Interactive marketing is still so young, no one knows what will and will not work. As a result, you'll want to change your site (no matter how well-planned) based on what you learn from operating it. 5. Execute a
promotion plan. More than 5,000 new commercial Web sites pop up every month. You are competing for an audience, so you need to develop a promotional plan. A "Field of Dreams" strategy (just build it, and they will come) doesn't work. 6. Promote your Web site everywhere. Include Web addresses on
all packaging and in all print and broadcast advertising. Consider buying Web-based advertising that leads prospects directly to your site. Use "action" ads where one click on the ad transports the user to your Web site. 7. Register with Internet search engines. The Internet has many indexes that send
people to sites related to particular topics. For instance, there's Yahoo! ( ), Lycos ( ), and Excite ( ). Register your site with as many engines as you can find. 8. If you have a broad product line, offer a referral service. Ask visitors to your site to provide information about their needs so you can program your
Web site to recommend appropriate products. By sorting through options and finding the right choice for each visitor, you provide value to these potential customers. 9. Ask if visitors want to be notified about new products and services or special sales. It's easy--and cheap--to gather the names and
addresses of visitors who want to be notified by e-mail of specific new products or services. 10. Listen to your best salesperson pitch your product or service. The essence of what he or she says is the basis for a great Web site. The site should include lots of information about the benefits of your products
or services. 11. Monitor competitors' Web sites. You may get ideas that will work for you as well. In the beginning, the Web provided information. Quirky sites such as the IRS’s Digital Daily made personal finance headaches like paying taxes a bit less painful. They explained the filing process. They
offered advice. They even provided downloadable forms. But cybersearching for lower tax, insurance, and mortgage rates still absorbed inordinate amounts of your time and money, because it forced you to wade through reams of irrelevant data.Now the Web is redeeming all that time and money by
calculating exactly what you need and helping you find it. It saved Billy Mancil thousands of dollars on insurance premiums by scanning for the rates that best matched his personal profile. Bryan Buus used the Web to calculate the exact interest rate for refinancing his home and then applied for the
mortgage online. A free scholarship search on the Web rewarded Sherry Bradford with $1,000 toward her degree. And an online tax program saved Pat Lottier hours of expensive tax consultation.The Web won’t zap away all of your Money Headaches, but it can certainly make you a more informed,
efficient manager of your finances. Just follow the bookmarks below.Automatic InsuranceWebhead: Billy Mancil, 55, owner of two Hallmark stores and a Wymans department store in Douglas, Georgia.Financial Headache: Finding insurance to protect my children from business debt.Favorite Web Site:
While researching stocks on the Internet this past October, I came across the Quicken site and noticed its link to Intuit’s InsureMarket . I had a policy coming up for renewal in January, so I took a look.I didn’t need to use its 60-Second Selector tool (a series of questions that help users decide among the
five types of insurance: term, whole, variable, universal, and universal variable). I knew I wanted term life, the least expensive way to provide for your dependents. I needed a policy strictly as a precaution: If I die prematurely, my business debt will be paid off by the insurer rather than passed on to my
children.I filled out the four-minute personal profile, which asks some 20 questions about your age, weight, hobbies, and health. I immediately received quotes from State Farm and Lincoln Benefit Life, and was amazed at how much money I could save. Lincoln Benefit Life offered a term life policy
guaranteed for 10 years at a fixed rate of $1,595 per year for $500,000 worth of coverage. My previous company’s policy cost about $2,600 per year, which is a savings right there of $1,000, but I was also looking at rate increases of $5000 to 6,000.I submitted an application, and one week later I was
taking my physical for the policy. It was surprisingly easy. And I love how the Internet eliminates some of the overhead of selling insurance, so the savings can be passed on to customers.Tip: Research the insurance company thoroughly. Check Out: its ratings and how long it’s been in business. If the
company doesn’t have name recognition, see where it’s listed in comparison with other insurance companies using ratings such as Standard and Poor’s.What to Avoid: Don’t make a decision too quickly. InsureMarket saves your personal profile, so you can take your time and watch the rates move or
research insurance companies. There’s no salesperson hassling you to buy something. When you return to the site, all your information is still there.Coordinates: William Mancil, bmancil@surfsouth.comBonus Insurance Site: Insurance & Risk Management Central ( )Check Out: The Longevity Game from
Northwestern Mutual Life. Everyone starts with an average life expectancy of 73 years; that number goes up or down as you answer questions on 11 different topics ranging from diet to family history. Do you exercise regularly? Add three years to your life. Do you consume three or more alcoholic
beverages at least three times per week? Subtract three years. It’s fun, and it’s a great way to identify factors that are driving up your rates.Low MortgagesWebhead: Bryan Buus, 26, Web Master at XOR Network Engineering in Boulder, Colorado.Financial Headache Refinancing my house at the best
possible rate.Favorite Web Site: I first visited FinanCenter when I bought my house two years ago, using their “Am I Better Off Renting?” calculator to help me understand the tax advantages of buying.Then, in the spring of 1996, I began using it to figure out if I should refinance. I did calculations
comparing 15-year loans with 30-year loans. I decided to go with the 30-year, unless the 15-year rate came down to 6.5%. It’s easy to be specific because the site gives you a side-by-side comparison of the results for each type of loan. For example, my closing costs for the new loan were going to be
about $2,000, and I wanted to make that money back within a year, based on my lower interest rate. My rate was 9.5%. By using the loan comparison tool, I figured I should wait until rates hit 7.5% before refinancing.FinanCenter posts daily updates of interest rates. I watched the rates for about six
months, coming back once a week to look at its graph of rate trends. When the rates fell to 7.5% this past October, I filled out the online application, submitted it, and received an overnight package the next day from American Finance. I signed my name about a dozen times, sent the forms back, and
closed the loan a few weeks later. Minimal effort, to say the least.Tip: Use the loan calculator to figure out what percentage of your payments will be interest versus principal; that helped me calculate what my tax savings were going to be.What to Avoid: Be aware of the default settings in the calculators. If
you’re not exactly sure what percentages of your current mortgage are principal, interest, and insurance, the calculator will estimate for you using average figures. But those averages may not match your mortgage exactly. You have to play around with them until they match up to your mortgage
statements; then you can go back and create more accurate comparisons with other loans.Coordinates: Bryan Buus, buus@xor.comBonus Mortgage Site: Homebuyer’s Fair ( )Check Out: The Salary Calculator. Let’s say you’re not just refinancing, you’re thinking of moving from Atlanta to New York City.
If you make $50,000 in Atlanta, the Calculator will tell you that your salary in Manhattan needs to be a whopping $99,408 if you want to maintain the same lifestyle. The Moving Calculator will figure the approximate cost to move the furniture from your two-bedroom house 870 miles north to New York:
between $4,067 and $4,976. Homebuyer’s Fair covers all the major cities in the United States.Free ScholarshipsWebhead: Sherry Bradford, 43, assistant to the editor of the “Journal of Marketing” at Oklahoma University in Norman, Oklahoma.Money Headache Finding money to pay for an associate’s
degree in management information studies at Oklahoma City Community College.Favorite Web Site: In the fall of 1995, I decided to quit my job as an academic counselor for graduate students at the University of Oklahoma and go back to school full-time. I needed financial help, but I knew there’d be
limited funding for a middle-aged woman returning to school. I’d seen fastWEB ( before, so it was one of the first sites I went to. It’s the Internet’s largest free-scholarship search engine, run by Student Services, Inc. and sponsored by eight companies.I entered my bio on fastWEB and about 25
suggestions with real potential came back immediately, including a $10,000 Tylenol Scholarship based on grades and accomplishments and the $500 Jeanette Rankin Foundation Awards geared to women over 35 with demonstrated need. Each suggestion included a contact name, the award amount,
criteria for the award, and a filing deadline.The most promising was a $1,000 AVON Scholarship for Business and Professional Women. The application deadline was this past March; I heard back from them in July. Out of over 400 entries, 50 were selected for awards — and I was one of those 50! I’m not
stopping there: I’ve used fastWEB to identify other scholarships that I’m applying for.Tips: Write a 500-word essay that clarifies your long-term goals. Once you send in an application letter, almost all of the organizations write back asking for an essay — sometimes the deadlines hit very fast. And as soon
as you hear back from fastWEB about potential scholarships, study each foundation’s Web page so you can reframe your essay for the specific sponsor.Also, I frequently change my bio on fastWEB so as to broaden my eligibility. My area is management information systems and business, but I recently
added education to see if any other scholarships would pop up. The modifications have already garnered another 20 sources.What to Avoid: Unsolicited offers. Since I’ve applied for the AVON Scholarship, I’ve received a couple of offers that loosely matched the scam alerts written by Mark Kantrowitz on
the Financial Aid Information Page . They said they could get me a scholarship regardless of my background; they had typographical errors; they wanted me to send a $35 fee. Those are three of Kantrowitz’s warning signals, so I dumped the offers.Coordinates: Sherry Bradford,
jmarket@uoknor.eduBonus Education Site: The Financial Aid Information Page, Out: The 41 different calculators that help you do everything from estimating your family contribution to comparing monthly payments for loans with different terms and interest rates. The College Cost Projector shows that if
you’re expecting a new child in the next nine months, the total costs of educating that child will be $339,534 for four years of private college or $159,527 for four years of public college.Painless TaxesWebhead: Pat Lottier, 47, publisher of the Atlanta Tribune in Atlanta, Georgia.Financial Headache: Trying
to file my 1995 taxes before the final extension date of October 15, 1996.Favorite Web Site: It was October 1 and I had just two weeks before the last extension deadline. I fooled around on the Internet and came across NetTax nettax/ . It’s a free program, designed by an accounting student at the
University of Milwaukee-Wisconsin, that calculates your taxes and helps prepare your 1040. I spent four or five hours going through the questions and charts, including one where you input values for 14 different deductions — each deduction is linked to its IRS definition. Then I printed out my 1040 form
and the schedules for rental income, capital gains, and home business using Adobe Acrobat. I put dummy numbers in when I didn’t really know what I should say, and I came away with a rough estimate. It gave me peace of mind, because I realized I was going to get a refund!I had three unusual
situations that I couldn’t find answers to online, so I met with a tax consultant. He asked a few questions, and we had my taxes done in two hours. NetTax saved me a lot of time and money. And if you have a relatively simple form with, say, just one extra schedule, NetTax can handle it all for you.Tip:
Gather returns from the last three years and all of your tax forms before going on the system. If you have everything right there, you can probably figure out your taxes in an hour. It took me five hours because I didn’t have all my paperwork.What to Avoid: I came across two or three tax accountant sites
that promised to do my taxes for X amount of money — that’s not for me. I’m not going to send my tax information and my money without really knowing the people.Coordinates: Pat Lottier, plottier@mindspring.comBonus Tax Site Ernst & Young Tax and Financial Planning Corner ( Check Out: The 50
Overlooked Deductions, including tax preparation fees, cleaning services when traveling, contact lenses, depreciation of home computers, employee educational expenses, business gifts of $25 or less per recipient, cellular telephones, employment agency fees, and points on a home
mortgage.Coordinates: Pat Lottier, plottier@mindspring.comEric Matson is a member of the Fast Company editorial staff.“Financial Aid”“Mortgage Points”“Insurance Policies”“Tax Code”
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